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Goal

• Explore, in silico, key interactions among 
development, form, physics, behavior 
(including reproductive behavior), and 
ecology that underpin biological evolution. 

• How do these factors interact, under natural 
selection, to produce adaptive complexity?



Open-Ended Evolution of 
Development, Form, and Behavior

• Wide repertoire of possible developmental 
trajectories, forms, behaviors, and ecological 
interactions.

• No pre-specified goals, just ecological 
interactions (possibly including aggregation 
and reproduction) within a resource-
preserving 3D physical simulation.

• Reproductive and aggregative behaviors also 
open-ended and may evolve.



Precursors
• Tierra
• Avida
• Echo
• Pushpop
• Sims’s Creatures
• Framsticks
• Artificial Ontogeny
• SwarmEvolve 2
• Robotic/structural evolution
• Plant growth evolution
• ...



Unfortunately Necessary

• Outrageous simplifications.

• Combinations of features normally 
observed at radically different scales.



SwarmEvolve 2







Sensors

zero, plus, minus, energy, waste, exposure, pulse, 
rotx, roty, rotz, localtag, localenergy, localwaste, 
connectedtag, connectedenergy, connectedwaste, 
stemtag, stemenergy, stemwaste



Effectors

sizex, sizey, sizez, jointx, jointy, jointz, stemx, stemy, 
stemz, tag, donationsize, donationtolerance, 
stemdonationsize, stemdonationtolerance, 
collectionsize, collectiontolerance, 
stemcollectionsize, stemcollectiontolerance, 
copyfidelity, mutationlimit, matecontribution, 
matetag, adhesion, pulserate, sigmoidcompression



Neural Network

• Arbitrary recurrent architecture, genetically 
controlled.

• Division (via growth) and genetics (mutation and 
crossover) controlled by network outputs.

• Sigmoid activation function; steepness controlled 
by an effector: 



Skin

• Dot density = energy
• Frame red = waste
• Frame green = energy donation tolerance
• Frame blue = energy donation size
• Dot red = sun exposure
• Dot green = waste collection tolerance
• Dot blue = waste collection size

Patterns/colors show state. For results in paper:



Waste



Reproductive Competence





Variations





on the basis of the first data that was printed after 1000
time steps of reproductive competence (see above). The av-
erage age of blocks at the time of this reporting, averaged
over all 40 runs, was 39.1 time steps, so our data generally
reflect the state of the system from at least 25 generations
beyond the achievement of reproductive competence. The
average time step at time of reporting was 6911, meaning
that it took nearly 6000 time steps, on average, to achieve
reproductive competence. The average number of blocks at
the time of reporting was 392.

Figure 4 shows some of this data, displaying the cross-run
averages of the population-wide averages of seven variables
of interest. Error bars indicate the range of variation (one
standard deviation above and below) across the 40 runs.
The plot marked “A” displays the average tag values which,
as expected, are widely distributed with an average value,
across all runs, of about 0.0 (the center of the range). There
is no reason for any particular tag value to be more generally
adaptive than any other, so what we see here is a random
distribution across runs.8 Plot A therefore provides a stan-
dard to which other plots can be compared; any which di!er
significantly from A probably reflect adaptations.

The plot marked “B” displays the average values of ef-
fectors that control energy donation: donationsize (on the
left) and donationtolerance (on the right). The relatively
high values for these variables indicate that most blocks, in
most runs, are donating energy in relatively large quantities
and without much discrimination. The relatively narrow
range of variation of these variables indicates that this co-
operative energy donation behavior emerges fairly reliably.
Why might this be the case? Possibly because donations
produce disparities that increase the chances that one mem-
ber of a pair of connected sibling blocks will survive to divide
again, or for other reasons that have been discussed in the
literature of the evolution of altruism (e.g. [16]); more re-
search will be required to sort this out.

The plot marked “C” displays stemdonationsize (on the
left) and stemdonationtolerance (on the right). The fact
that these values are lower than those for non-stem donation
indicate a tendency for blocks to adopt asymmetric donation
strategies, although the stinginess toward stem blocks is less
reliable than the altruism toward non-stems. Plot D displays
the average values of matecontribution, demonstrating a
strong and reliable tendency against sexual recombination,
at least at this stage of a run and with the parameters that
were used. Plot E displays the average value of adhesion,
indicating the high adaptive value of strong joints in the
system as it was configured.

One can speculate about adaptive explanations for each
of these results, but as with the energy donation results in
plot B a variety of explanations may be available and addi-
tional experiments would be required to draw firm conclu-
sions from plots C–E . The important point at this stage,
however, is that the Division Blocks system produces data
such as these that can be compared among di!erently pa-
rameterized runs; for example one might explore theories
about the adaptive benefits of recombination by changing
various parameters and by observing changes to plot D.

8Tag distributions within runs may not be random and they
may display complex dynamics involving drift, founder ef-
fects, adaptation, etc. But because no tag value has any
intrinsic meaning we would expect the tag values involved
in such dynamics to be distributed randomly across runs.

Figure 4: Averaged data from 40 runs of
the Division Blocks system, collected after 1000
time steps of reproductive competence. Er-
ror bars indicate ±1 standard deviation. A:
average tag values; B: average donationsize
(left) and donationtolerance (right); C: average
stemdonationsize (left) and stemdonationtolerance
(right); D: average matecontribution; E: average
adhesion.

4. DISCUSSION
There is much more that can be explored with Division

Blocks than we have been able to present here, even in the
context of the current implementation and even with a single
set of configuration parameters. For example it would be in-
teresting to track the variables shown in Figure 4, along with
other variables (including the numbers, sizes, and distribu-
tions of blocks, the other e!ector values in Table 2, etc.),
across long periods of evolutionary time. It would also be
interesting to analyze the behavior of the system relative
to measures of “evolutionary activity” that have been de-
scribed in the literature [2, 22]. Additional insights might be
gleaned from variation of environmental conditions and from
incorporation of extensions such as the ability to form new
joints when blocks collide. An extension that is currently
under development involves parallelizing the system by al-
lowing block transport between simulations that are running
asynchronously on many computers in a high-performance
cluster. Simulations with over one or two thousand blocks
become unmanageably slow on current desktop hardware,
but with cross-simulation block transport (occurring, for ex-
ample, at the edges of the simulated world) we should be
able to connect many machines to support simulations with
numbers of blocks that are bounded only by the amount of
available hardware.

The really intriguing possibilities for future work, how-
ever, concern ways in which Division Blocks might be used
to explore new questions about the relations between de-
velopment, form, and behavior in open-ended evolutionary
processes. For example, what environmental conditions are
required for the emergence of various kinds of morphological
or developmental complexity? What patterns of resource



Prospects

• Cluster-based parallelism in progress.

• Long term evolutionary patterns.

• Unbounded evolutionary activity?

• Track new measures of adaptive complexity.

• Physical division blocks?




